Coronavirus: Rules for entering Switzerland

1. Is entry into Switzerland permitted?

Anyone with a Swiss passport or a valid residence permit in Switzerland is allowed to enter Switzerland from any country. Entry restrictions may apply to all other people. Information on Switzerland’s entry requirements can be found on the website of the State Secretariat for Migration SEM: sem.admin.ch.

2. If entry into Switzerland is permitted: What are the rules?

Are you travelling from an area that shares a border with Switzerland?

- No
  - Within the past ten days, have you stayed in a place that is included in the FOPH list of risk countries [bag.admin.ch/risk-countries]?
    - No
      - Via which mode of transport will you be entering Switzerland?
        - By plane
          - Entry form
          - Negative test
          - Quarantine
        - By train, bus or boat
          - Entry form
          - Negative test
        - By other means
          - Entry form
          - You can enter Switzerland without any special precautions.
    - Yes
      - Will you be arriving by plane?
        - No
          - Entry form
        - Yes
          - Negative test

There are exceptions. Entry form: swissplf.admin.ch
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